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Long Leg of the Hedge 

 

Short Leg of the Hedge 

 



Explanation on the activities taken place above 
 
I am attaching a few screen shots from today’s trading performance in GOLD… 

In the image one can see four separate GOLD charts, adjacent to each other, one for each EA (expert adviser/robot) 

trading the same financial instrument in different directions, thus allowing the system to adequately react to all possible 

directional moves of the market. 

 

One can observe that the Robot in the first chart took an initial loss (red dotted line connecting the Red {Short Entry 

Price Level} and Yellow {Close Price Level} arrows). 

[-$39.56] 

 

The Robot in the second chart produced a PROFIT, (blue dotted line connecting the Green {Long Entry Price Level} and 

Yellow {Close Price Level} arrows), compensating the loss from the first chart, to a BREAK-EVEN outcome, neutralizing 

the first and second trades to a NET ZERO OUTCOME. 

[+$43.62] 

 

The Robot in the third chart made a single directional WIN in the direction of the market, (blue dotted line connecting 

the Green {Long Entry Price Level} and Yellow {Close Price Level} arrows), which abruptly turned out to be on the UP 

side, while at the begging the market was looking to FALL DOWN… 

[+$80.47] 

 

The forth Robot never got activated, as it was supposed to offset any potential losses on the DOWN side, should the 

market has moved in that direction, which in this case never happened. 

 

This is a perfect LIVE Market example of the performance and capabilities of the Unique Automated Trading Software 

named FIN-Gambit, where you lose a little bit in order to ALWAYS WIN at the END!!! 

 

All that is needed is enough well-funded trading accounts, in the 1 to 1000 ratio (profit target to investment capital 

ratio), in order to secure ultimate success with virtually minuscule calculated risk, very close to NO chance for failure… 

 


